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The Impact of Sensor Positioning on the
Array Manifold
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Abstract—A framework is presented in this study which
analyzes the importance of each sensor in an antenna array
based on its location in the overall geometry. Moving away from
the conventional methods of measuring sensor importance by
means of application-specific criteria, a new approach, based
on the array manifold and its differential geometry, is used to
measure the significance of each sensor’s position in an array. By
considering two-dimensional manifolds (function of azimuth and
elevation angles) of planar arrays of isotropic sensors, and by
using previously established results on the differential geometry
of such manifolds, a sensitivity analysis is performed which
leads to characterization and quantification of sensor location
importance in an array geometry. Based on this framework, a
criterion is developed for assessing an overall geometry. This
criterion may be used as a figure of merit for comparing diverse
array geometries.





Elemental exponential of matrix .
identity and zero matrices, respectively.
, Hadamard (element by element) multiplication and
division, respectively.
Trace of matrix (diagonal elements’ sum).
Diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the
elements of vector .
Column vector consisting of the diagonal elements
of matrix .
I. INTRODUCTION
WHILE the majority of research in the field of arraycommunications focuses on the processing of signals
received from array structures such as, for example, the uniform
linear array, little attention is given to the array geometry and
its implications. Characterising which sensors are crucial for
the adequate operation of the array or which sensor’s loss will
have a minimal effect on the overall performance should be an
integral part of analysing and designing arrays.
A few attempts have been made at analysing this aspect of
array geometry by associating the performance of a particular
application with specific sensors in the geometry. For example,
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the importance or relevance of a sensor’s position in the array
for an application-specific criterion in the area of detection and
resolution capabilities of the array have been investigated in [1],
[2]. Other criteria have lead to the design of arrays with the aim
of maximizing the mainlobe to sidelobe ratio while minimizing
the 3 dB range of the mainlobe through Fourier, Dolph–Cheby-
shev, Taylor and other synthesis techniques [3]–[8].
By realising that the performance of an array system under a
specific application is closely related to the manifold subtended
by this array, it becomes apparent that the importance of a sensor
depends on its relevance to the array manifold. For example,
when investigating the importance of a sensor within an array
geometry to the resolution capabilities of an array, it has been
shown that the array manifold plays an important role in these
bounds [9], [10]. Based on this idea, an analysis of the relevance
of a sensor’s position on the overall array manifold can provide
a good basis for sensor importance evaluation.
In order to assess the impact of a sensor in a specific geometry
on the array manifold, its effect on the shape of the manifold must
be analyzed. By using tools from differential geometry, the array
manifold’s shape can be characterized as a function of the array
geometry. Using a sensitivity analysis of the manifold surface to
perturbations in the sensor positions provides a measure of the
importance of each sensor’s location in the overall geometry.
Considering, in particular, planar arrays of omnidirectional
sensors, the results obtained through this framework seem highly
self-explanatory, supporting classical ideas on array geometry
and providing a mathematical framework for analysis. This
proposed analysis tool provides a platform on which potential
array design techniques may be based.
Thus, initially, in Section II, the array manifold model is in-
troduced as a function of array geometry. For this purpose the
array geometry is modeled both in Cartesian and polar coordi-
nates providing more insight into the subsequent results. Based
on previously attained results, a set of differential geometry pa-
rameters, pertaining to the shape of the array manifold is se-
lected and presented along with a criteria destined for the overall
analysis. In Section III, a sensitivity analysis of this criterion
leads to a framework for assessing the manifold of a general
three-dimensional array of omnidirectional sensors. The sensor
importance function is defined and some preliminary results are
presented and discussed. In Section IV, the proposed framework
is applied to the case of planar arrays and a criterion to assess the
overall sensitivity/robustness of a given planar array geometry
is proposed. Finally, in Section V, a number of array geometries
are examined and compared based on the proposed framework.
The paper is concluded in Section VI.
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II. ARRAY MANIFOLD MODEL AND GEOMETRY
A. Array Manifold Model
Consider a direction finding system consisting of an array
of omnidirectional sensors whose Cartesian coordinates are
given by the matrix in half-wave-
length units. Given that the same array may be represented by an
infinite number of matrices through a change in the coordinate
system reference point, a choice is made to fix the coordinate
reference point (0,0,0) to be the array centroid. This translates
into a condition on the location vectors ,
and such that
. Given the sensor
location matrix, , the manifold vector, , function of
azimuth and elevation angles, , is given by the expression
(1)
where denotes
the wavenumber vector and exp(.) refers to elemental exponen-
tial. The azimuth angle, , is defined as the angle measured be-
tween the projection of the source on the plane and axis,
and the elevation angle, , is measured between the source and
the plane. The range space of the azimuth and elevation an-
gles are typically and .
As can be seen from (1), a shift in the reference point of the
array coordinate system results in a manifold vector
which is a complex rotation of the initial manifold vector
(2)
where is a complex number with , .
In fact, where is the translation
vector of the reference point from the centroid of the array.
Therefore, for simplicity’s sake, all arrays henceforth will have
their centroid as the coordinate reference point, i.e. ,
.
For further insight into the forthcoming results, the array ge-
ometry is also parameterized using polar coordinates as follows.
By expressing the location matrix as where
for , the location of
sensor as a function of its polar coordinates is given by
(3)
where gives the distance of the sensor from the cen-
troid, measures the azimuth of the sensor’s loca-
tion with respect to the axis and represents
the elevation angle with respect to the plane. So, for example,
planar arrays are characterized by .
B. Array Manifold Shape
The manifold of an array of isotropic sensors is the locus
of the manifold vector of (1) for all possible values in the range
space of and is a surface embedded in an -dimensional
complex space. This surface has been studied through its differ-
ential geometry and several pertinent results have been estab-
lished which relate to the shape of the array manifold and its
differential geometry properties [11]. Properties which are rel-
evant to this investigation are presented next.
The basic and most essential differential geometry param-
eter when describing surfaces in general is the first fundamental
form
(4)
By defining the matrix with
and ,
the first fundamental form can be expressed as follows:
(5)
where and the matrix is the manifold
surface metric matrix and is defined as
(6)
This matrix contains the metric coefficients , , , and
, with , which entirely describe the manifold sur-
face properties and are given in the case of isotropic sensors by
where and or (7)
where is the wavenumber vector and its partial
derivative with respect to .
Note that the manifold metric matrix can be used to de-
scribe various other differential geometry parameters of the sur-
face such as (see [11]), for instance, Christoffel symbols of first
and second kind, geodesic curvature of surface curves, Gaussian
curvature etc. In the same manner, the area of the manifold sur-
face, as a function of the metric , can be described as follows:
(8)
It is clear from (8) that the term describes an
infinitesimally small area on the manifold surface which is a
function of and the array geometry, i.e. the matrix . Small
uncertainties or variations in the sensor positions will invariably
result in small variations in the infinitesimal area
on the manifold at point . The point function of
this infinitesimal area can hence serve as a tool for detecting
the changing shape of the manifold. Therefore, let us define
as
(9)
By examining the sensitivity of the above parameter,
, to variations in positions of each sensor in
a given array geometry, conclusions can be made as to which
sensor is the most/least important in an array geometry. More-
over, as will be demonstrated in the subsequent sections, the
sensitivity analysis of this criterion will allow the comparison
of different array geometries and could ultimately lead to array
design.
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III. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF ARRAY MANIFOLD
In order to perform perturbation/uncertainty analysis (known
as sensitivity in the “small” [12], [13]) a performance crite-
rion should be defined. This criterion is a scalar function of
a matrix of parameters where
for . In order to
proceed, a number of definitions are required as follows.
The Absolute Sensitivity of the scalar function with respect
to the parameter matrix is denoted and simply defined as
the matrix
(10)
Furthermore, the Absolute Error, , in the performance cri-
terion induced by a small error in the parameters around
their nominal value, , is given by the following expression:
(11)
where and are the columns of the matrices and
, respectively, i.e. and
. Equation (11) can be rewritten in a more
compact form as
(12)
This helps to define the Relative Sensitivity, , as well as
the Relative Error of the criterion with respect to the




where . Equation (14) can also be
written in the compact matricial form
(15)
Using the above definitions in conjunction with (9) and the
various manifold parameters introduced in Section II, a mani-
fold shape sensitivity analysis framework is next presented. This
framework makes use of the following two lemmas where the
operator is defined as the sum of the elements of








where , , and .
Manifold shape sensitivity framework: Based on the sen-
sitivity of the shape criterion, , of (9) with respect to
the parameter of interest , the importance of each sensor within
an array geometry is investigated.
Starting with the metric coefficients of (7), their absolute sen-
sitivity to variations in the sensor positions are given by
(19)
Taking as an example , each element of this sensitivity ma-
trix is the absolute sensitivity of to the corresponding ele-
ment in matrix . It is clear from the following two expressions:
(20)
that the metric coefficient is insensitive to variations in the
coordinates of the sensor positions (i.e. the height of each
sensor).
In addition, all metric coefficient sensitivities of (19) are of
the form where and symmetric, with .
The relative sensitivities of the metric coefficients to sensor
positions are given by
(21)
Although these relative sensitivities are not necessarily positive,
and vary as a function of the azimuth and elevation angles under
consideration on the manifold, the evaluation of the sum of their
components using Lemma 1 yields
(22)
and applying Lemma 2
(23)
Similarly, it can be proven that
(24)
A simple explanation of the sum being equal to two however, is
due to the fact that these differential geometry parameters, ,
involve second order terms of the sensor locations.
The result of (24) is notable in that the relative sensitivity
of the metric coefficients to array uncertainties is bounded and
hence a comparison may be made at this level. Obviously, for
each direction of arrival, the distribution of the relative sensitiv-
ities is different.
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The absolute sensitivity of the metric matrix determinant
is given by
(25)
The relative sensitivity of the metric matrix determinant is hence
(26)
The relative sensitivity of , (26), may be written as a
function of the relative sensitivities of the metric coefficients
in the following way:
(27)
Hence, the sum of the relative sensitivities of with re-
spect to array geometrical uncertainties is given by
(28)
Finally, using the results above, the sensitivity of criterion
of (9) can be evaluated according to
(29)
and its relative sensitivity, i.e., the proposed “sensor impor-
tance” function, is given by
(30)
which implies that the sum of the elements of the sensor impor-
tance function is equal to two, i.e.
(31)
This result is important in that it binds the distribution of the
sensitivities among the sensors and, hence, makes the matrix a
suitable indicator in determining the relative importance of each
sensor within the array geometry. In other words, the sensors
which the manifold shape is most sensitive to, in relative terms,
are the most important sensors to the array manifold and deter-
mine its shape.
Appendix A shows the derivation of closed form expressions
for the parameters discussed above. As can be deduced from
these expressions, the equations for the relative sensitivities of
the metric coefficients and subsequently, the expression for the
relative sensitivity of will be complicated for a general three-
dimensional (3-D) array. Note that these expressions still de-
pend on the direction of arrival and, hence, an analysis of
a general array geometry would involve either a directional ap-
proach, or, in order to obtain one overall means of assessment,
an averaging or worst case scenario approach. In other words,
in order to obtain an index which characterizes the array as a
whole, an averaging of the criterion is needed or some law which
Fig. 1. Five array geometries.
evaluates maximum and minimum sensitivities and assesses the
array accordingly.
However, when considering planar arrays, this dependence on
the direction of arrival disappears. The following section
considers planar arrays as an example and proposes a criterion
for the overall assessment of a geometry.
IV. APPLICATION TO PLANAR ARRAYS
First, the parameters presented in the previous section and the
sensor importance function are simplified for planar arrays and
additional properties are identified. Using an additional analysis
based on polar coordinates, a comprehensive tool is established
for investigating the importance of each sensor in a given geom-
etry. Subsequently, an overall sensitivity criterion is proposed
for comparing different array geometries.
A. Sensor Importance for Planar Arrays
For planar arrays, the matrix becomes
, and the metric coefficients are given by the following
expressions:
(32)
In addition, the determinant of the metric matrix , is simplified
to (see Appendix C in [11] for proof)
(33)
Through simplifying the expressions of Appendix A, (25) leads
to the following:
(34)
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TABLE I
SENSOR COORDINATES OF ARRAY GEOMETRIES OF FIG. 1
Using (33), the relative sensitivity of becomes
(35)
and, hence, using (30), the proposed sensor importance function
is reduced to
(36)
Note that if the rows of are defined as , and ,
respectively, then it is easily deduced that the following expres-
sion is valid:
(37)
This confirms the result of (31) and introduces the extra property
that in the case of planar arrays, the sensor importance function
is evenly distributed between the and directions.
In order to provide a further insight into the sensor importance
function, the relative sensitivity of the shape criterion with
respect to the polar coordinates of the array is investigated next:
By defining as the matrix of polar




for , the absolute sensitivity of with respect to the
polar coordinates of the array is given by
(39)




The relative sensitivity of the criterion with respect to the
polar coordinates may be easily deduced using the framework
outlined in the previous section as
(42)
Given that the derivative of the sensor location matrix with re-
spect to the radius parameter is given by
(43)
then the relative sensitivity of the proposed criterion with re-
spect to the radius is given from (42) as
(44)
Furthermore, through (40), the above expression simplifies to
(45)
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Fig. 2. Sensor importance, , for each of the array geometries of Fig. 1.
Fig. 3. Pseudo-linear array.
Given that in the planar case, (45) can be expanded
using (36), to
(46)
Note that for in (46), since the numerator
for each element of the vector is a complete square and its
denominator is positive under the Schwartz Inequality theorem
which states that . Therefore, although
the elements of and may be positive or negative, the
sum of corresponding elements is always positive.
By summing the elements of (45) using (31), it follows that
(47)
Moreover, the sum of the relative sensitivities of with respect
to , is constant within a geometry but varies
from one geometry to the other.
From the results presented above, it follows naturally that
sensor importance can also be represented through the relative
sensitivity of with respect to , i.e., . Note that should
be used in conjunction with and to identify which di-
mension ( or ) of each sensor dominates the sensitivity of the
array manifold surface.
B. Overall Array Sensitivity
To assess the overall array geometry’s robustness to position
uncertainties with respect to the array manifold shape, and to
provide a figure of merit for comparing different geometries,
an overall measure of the array’s robustness is proposed. By
introducing a uniformly distributed random error in location,
around each sensor of a specific array, the expected value of the
relative error squared of the proposed criterion, i.e.
(48)
provides a good measure of the sensitivity of each array’s geom-
etry. To ensure a fair comparison between different array geome-
tries, the magnitude of the error, which is uniformly distributed
around each sensor’s location, is taken as a percentage, , of the
distance, , of each sensor from the array centroid. Using (12)
normalized by the proposed criterion , the measure of overall
sensitivity of the array is given by
(49)
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Fig. 4. Sensor importance for array of Fig. 3.
Fig. 5. Random array.
where, for planar arrays, with de-
noting a column vector of zeros and
(50)
In (49) is a set of random variables uni-
formly distributed between .
The value of for a given array may be estimated through
averaging Monte Carlo simulations, however, as can be seen in
Appendix B, (49) may be reduced in the case of planar arrays to
(51)
Given that for planar arrays is independent of direction
, then and hence are also independent. This
overall sensitivity criterion, , may be used to compare different
array geometries in order to determine, for example, which
geometry is more robust to array geometrical variations.
V. EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION
In order to assess the viability of the proposed sensor impor-
tance function, and the overall array robustness criterion ,
a number of representative array geometry examples are inves-
tigated using this framework and their key properties outlined.
A. Sensor Importance Function
Consider the five array geometries of 8 sensors illustrated
in Fig. 1, namely the uniform circular, square, cross, “T” and
“Y” arrays. The coordinates of these arrays are given in Table I.
Fig. 2 shows the relative sensitivity of the array manifold
surface shape criterion with respect to errors in the sensor po-
sitions for these geometries. It also shows a breakdown of the
relative sensitivity per sensor into its and components as
stacked bars of different shading (dark for and light for ).
For these five array geometries, the relative sensitivities and
are positive or zero and hence a stacked bar representation
is appropriate. Instances where only one shading is apparent for
a particular sensor signify that one of the components is equal
to zero.
Several points can be made from Fig. 2: Given the patterns of
symmetry exhibited by the arrays, the sensor importance func-
tion does give the anticipated results. For instance, the relative
importance of the sensors of the uniform circular array are equal.
Furthermore, two levels of importance exist for the square and
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Fig. 6. Sensor importance of random array Fig. 5.
TABLE II
OVERALL SENSITIVITY OF ARRAY GEOMETRIES
cross arrays (as one would expect from these geometries) with
the outer sensors within each geometry more important than the
inner sensors. In the case of the “T” and “Y” arrays, the sym-
metry between sensors 5 and 7, and 6 and 8 is also portrayed in
their importance. Note that the outer sensors of these arrays are
more important, a result which is echoed in conventional anal-
ysis of arrays based on resolution capabilities due to the fact that
these sensors determine the aperture of the array and, hence, its
resolution capabilities.
Note that the sensor importance function for a given geometry
is independent of the size, or aperture, of the array i.e. if two
arrays are scaled versions of each other, the importance of their
corresponding sensors are equal. This is an anticipated result as
the array manifold surface shape is the same for two arrays with
sensor positions and where is a scalar constant.
B. Elongated Arrays
When considering the particular case of arrays whose sensors
are distributed along a certain axis, i.e. planar arrays with
an elongated geometry, the sensors that lie the furthest from
the axis take on high significance in the sensor importance
function. This result emanates from the fact that these marginal
sensors contribute more significantly to the second dimension
of the array, i.e. the off-axis dimension. At the differential
geometry level of the array manifold, when an array geometry
is close to linear, or pseudo-linear, the infinitesimal manifold
area represented by is compressed tending toward a single
curve. An array exhibiting this property is shown in Fig. 3
with sensor locations given in (52) shown at the bottom of
the next page. This array has an elongated geometry with
sensors numbered in order of increasing distance from the
array centroid (0,0) where sensors 1 and 3 lie off the main
axis. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the sensor importance function
assigns significantly more “importance” to sensor 3.
C. Sensor Groupings
In Fig. 5, a random array geometry is illustrated, having some
special characteristics. In particular the sensors in this array
are geometrically grouped as follows , ,
and . The coordinates of the array are shown in (53) at
the bottom of the next page, and Figs. 6 and 7 show the sensor
importance function of this array with and without sensor 1,
respectively. It is clear from these two figures that if sensor 1
fails, its relative importance is redistributed among the remaining
sensors in its group (see Fig. 7). That is, its “importance” is
redistributed among sensors 2 and 3 while the “importance” of
sensors 4 to 9 remain largely unaffected. This result is important
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Fig. 7. Sensor importance of random array of Fig. 5 with sensor 1 omitted.
in that the proposed criterion incorporates information about
the proximity of other sensors, i.e. the absolute value of the
position is less relevant than its value relative to other positions
in the geometry. An intrinsic robustness of the geometry is built
into the criterion whereby sensors which are close together
share the overall “importance of their region.”
A parallel may be drawn between the proposed criterion and
the criterion related to the resolution capabilities of an array. It
is well-known that the aperture determining sensors of an array
are the most significant for its resolution capabilities. In consid-
ering, for example, a direction of arrival of 130 with respect to
the axis, the aperture of the array of Fig. 5 is determined by the
groups and , and the resolution capability in this
direction is robust to the failure of one of these sensors. In this
conventional application however the importance of the sensor
depends on the direction under consideration whereas the pro-
posed criterion is independent of direction. These results outline
an underlying relation between the array manifold shape and the
array performance in specific applications.
D. Comparing Array Geometries
The overall sensitivity criterion presented in the previous
section, is evaluated for the eight previously presented array ge-
ometries. An error around each sensor of 10% its distance from
the centroid, i.e., is assumed. It is clear from Table II,
which gives the values of for these arrays, that the pseudo-
linear array of Fig. 3 presents the least robustness and the uni-
form circular array (UCA) the most robustness to geometrical
variations. This comes in agreement with the results presented
in Table II of [2] where the best array geometry in terms of detec-
tion and resolution capabilities is the circular array with linear
structures coming last.
The last row of Table II also presents a nine-sensor array with
sensitivity less than that of the UCA of row 1. This fact is due to
the array having more sensors hence making the comparison un-
fair (thus its exclusion from the ranking). Indeed if the number
of sensors of the UCA are increased, will be reduced as can
be seen in Fig. 8 which shows as a function of the number of
(52)
(53)
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Fig. 8. Overall sensitivity,  , vs. number of sensors, N , in a UCA.
sensors for a UCA. Note that the results of Fig. 8 are unaffected
by the radius of the UCA or any rotation of its sensors around
the centre. Naturally, the robustness of a geometry to errors is
shown to increase with the number of sensors.
VI. CONCLUSION
A sensor importance function has been proposed, based on
a sensitivity study of the antenna array manifold surface shape
through the use of differential geometry. The strength of this
framework lies in the mathematical quantification of otherwise
intuitive ideas about array sensor positions and their importance.
A number of results have been demonstrated using this func-
tion which serve to confirm its soundness and to draw parallels
with existing application-based criteria. Based on the sensor im-
portance function framework, an indicator of an array’s overall
sensitivity/robustness has also been proposed. This indicator as-
sesses an array’s overall vulnerability to errors in sensor posi-
tions and allows the comparison of different array geometries
by taking into account geometry and number of sensors. Using
the results presented in this paper, several applications can be
tackled. For instance, in practical situations of finite sampling
and noise, the array accuracy/detection/resolution performance
is ultimately determined by the array manifold shape. Given a
perturbation in the array geometry, the sensor importance func-
tion gives a relative indication of its effect on the array manifold
shape and hence, its effect on the accuracy/detection/resolution
performance. Another direct application is in the area of array
calibration where the sensor importance function may be used to
identify which sensors are more or less sensitive to calibration
errors thus allowing a “customized” calibration for individual
sensors.
APPENDIX A
VII. SENSITIVITY EXPRESSIONS FOR THE GENERAL CASE
Using the following expressions for the metric coefficients:
(54)
the absolute sensitivities are evaluated in (55)–(57), shown at the
top of the next page. It is obvious that subsequent expressions
obtained using (25) and the equations thereafter will result in
complicated expressions whose exact form is of no interest in
this discussion. These expressions will also clearly depend on
the direction parameters .
APPENDIX B
VIII. PROOF OF (51)
For planar arrays
(58)






and the relative error squared is
(60)
Given, as defined in (50), that
(61)
then can be rearranged as
(62)





then (51) follows naturally.
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